PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME

EUROPEAN BUSINESS SUMMIT 2021
BEYOND RECOVERY:
TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE AND INNOVATIVE EUROPE
This pivotal year for Europe’s recovery has brought many challenges as well as new
perspectives and opportunities for transformation, which have made coming together to
debate and discuss Europe's pressing issues more important than ever. As it has done
for over 20 years, the European Business Summit is uniquely positioned as a
debating platform for policy, business, and academia.
This year, the European Business Summit will highlight Europe’s ongoing digital and
sustainable shifts – two major axes critical for the global economic recovery, to develop
resilient healthcare systems, as well as to improve Europe’s efficiency in the fields of
energy and agriculture. Keeping our continent at the forefront of innovation on the world
stage will require efforts and investments from both the public and the private sector; but
creating social acceptance will also be key to broaden the use and the efficiency of these
new technologies.
Through a hybrid event combining a physical and online participation, this edition will be
very timely to reflect on the implementation and the business’ contribution to the EU’s
economic and social recovery plan, the Green Deal, and to discuss the post-Covid-19
roadmap. The new format of the Summit will include an in-person event with limited
attendance and exclusive networking opportunities as well as the live-streaming of
each panel discussion and interview.

Pillar 1:
Building a sustainable
economy

Pillar 2:
Developing a reliable
online ecosystem

Pillar 3:
Europe’s global trade
partnerships

Interviews and panels can be tailormade on demand
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PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME
Pillar 1: Building a sustainable economy

Rebooting the European economy is the number one priority within the European Union. A
strong economy is necessary in order to develop the EU’s resilience and tackle the challenges
ahead. Not only is short-term recovery essential, but long-term strategies are also to be put in
place to ensure that the EU achieves its ambitious climate objectives, remains a leading actor
worldwide but also builds an inclusive economy that works for its citizens and consumers. In
this light, several overarching priorities including financing the research and development of
innovation will be key to implementing the Green Deal, in the energy and the agriculture sector
- among others – while leaving no one behind.
#Sustainability #Recovery #EnergyTransition #Agriculture #Investment #Innovation
AMONGST INVITED SPEAKERS
NEW

EVP for an economy
that works for
people
Valdis Dombrovskis

Commissioner for
Transport Adina
Valean

Professor of
Economy André
Sapir

OECD’s Head of the
Secretarariat of the
Global Forum for
Transparency
Zayda Manatta

Commissioner for
Agriculture Janusz
Wojciechowski

MEP Philippe
Lamberts

Commissioner for
Innovation &
Research Mariya
Gabriel

EVP for the Green
Deal Frans
Timmermans

Commissioner for
Environmment
Sinkevicius

Collège de France
Professor Philippe
Aghion

Director General of
DG MOVE Henrik
Hololei

MEP Maria da
Graça Carvalho

MEP Jens Geier

Breakthrough
Energy Founder Bill
Gates

Commissioner for
Energy Kadri
Simson

MEP Miapetra
Kumpula Natri

NEW
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PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME
TOPICS

Opening conversation: Is recovery really within reach?
Post-Covid economy: what does the “new normal” look like?
A conversation on fiscal transparency
A conversation on inequalities and social inclusion in the post-COVID economy
A conversation with EVP Timmermans
Which energy mix for a successful clean transition?
NEW Developing

Europe’s hydrogen market

Financing a sustainable and resilient Europe: how to attract investments?
Sustainable agriculture: how to feed 450 million Europeans?
Is tourism as we know it Green Deal-compatible?
Clean Tech investment in Europe: The role of entrepreneurship & innovation in
achieving net-zero emissions

Reuse and recycle: how to turn circular economy into a reality?
From carbon to metals: how to ensure a sustainable energy transition?
Integrating a gendered perspective in the recovery
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Pillar 2: Developing a reliable online ecosystem

The EU’s transition to the digital age is one of the biggest challenges of the decade, which will
undoubtedly require a cooperative relationship between big tech and the European
institutions. From regulating platforms and content as well as high-risk artificial intelligence, to
fostering new innovative digital technologies, there are many opportunities to help businesses
adapt to this fast-evolving ecosystem. Protecting consumers from cyberthreats, data mining
and harmful content is critical to the EU’s competitiveness, sovereignty and attractiveness.
#Cybersecurity #DMA #DSA #ArtificialIntelligence #Data #DigitalTransition

AMONGST INVITED SPEAKERS
NEW

MEP Bart Groothuis

CEPS Senior Research
Fellow Andrea Renda

UNWTO Secretary General
Zurab Pololikashvili

NEW

Director General of DG
CONNECT Roberto Viola

EVP for Transparency
Vera Jourova

NEW

NEW

Chair of the FTC Lina Khan

Author Susan Rigetti

Director general of DG
COMP Olivier Guersent

MEP Eva Kaili

TOPICS
Opening conversation
Artificial Intelligence: striking the right balance between safety and innovation
Plateform regulations: how to build a trusted ecosystem?
Creating resilience and security against cyberthreats
Datasharing: can the EU lead the way?
Boosting digital technologies in the healthcare sector
Protecting democracy in the digital age
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Pillar 3: Europe’s strategic partnerships on the global stage

Strategic autonomy has fast become one of the EU’s most pressing objectives on the
international stage. Indeed, the pandemic has shown the importance of controlling supply
chains but also of building strong and stable partnerships with Europe’s neighbours and
partners based on solidarity and cooperation. Broader market access and new trade
opportunities are key to strengthening Europe’s role abroad and protecting its interests. How
will the EU adapt to the post-pandemic international order, which will notably be shaped by a
new transatlantic relationship?

#StrategicAutonomy #SupplyChains #TradePartnerships #EUChina #EUAfrica
#TransatlanticRelationship #Healthcare

AMONGST INVITED SPEAKERS

Director General of
DG TRADE Sabine
Weyand

High Representative
Josep Borrell

Chief Executive of EDA
Jiri Sedivy

MEP Miapetra
Kumpula-Natri

EU Ambassador to
ASEAN Igor
Driesmans

MEP Bernd Lange

MEP Nathalie
Loiseau

EEAS Deputy
Secretary General
Helena König
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PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME
TOPICS

Opening conversation with High Representative Josep Borrell
A renewed transatlantic relationship
A strong partnership between the EU and China
The EU-Indo-Pacific cooperation strategy: high stakes and high hopes
The Polish example: how to create dynamic environments attracting businesses,
startups and investments?
European sovereignty: Scaling up the EU’s defence capacities
NEW How

to create resilient supply chains?

Reinforcing the bond between the EU and Africa
The future of the Eastern partnership
Global Health Partnerships
NEW Carbon

Border Ajustment Mechanism: what implications for trade?

For more information on the programme
Please contact Marianne Lazarovici, Programme Manager
m.lazarovici@ebsummit.eu // 0032 2 645 3 482

For more information on partnership opportunities
Contact Dafné Forni and Raquel Riff, Partnership Managers
dafne@ebsummit.eu // 0032 2 645 3 489
r.riff@ebsummit.eu // 0032 2 645 3 486
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